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Abstract— Increasing emphasis in data protection legislation on the 

provision of user consent and privacy protection poses a challenge to 

automated Cloud Computing applications.. Here, the infrastructure is 

removed from the user and therefore no direct link for consent or user 

control exists. In such environments assurance and best effort from 

the Cloud Provider to carry out the users wishes and protect his or her 

privacy  must be achieved. This paper introduces such an approach 

using legally focused risk assessment management of Service Level 

Agreements between Cloud Service Providers and Cloud 

Infrastructure Providers. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

   From a legal perspective in a typical Cloud Computing 

environment there are three main parties. These are, the user 

(application requestor / data owner), the Service Provider 

(Cloud Provider (CP)) and the Infrastructure Provider (Virtual 

Machine (VM) provider). From an Infrastructure provider 

perspective data management services are supplied by the 

Cloud Provider to co-ordinate and execute infrastructure in 

terms of data processing and quality of service.  

    From a Service Provider perspective the data management 

is the point at which Cloud Environments are formed and 

infrastructure is managed in terms of the deployed application. 

Typically the user’s interaction stops at the Cloud Provider but 

all parties are bound by legal commitments to the user’s 

original request and possible data sharing.   

    In the implementation described in this paper the Data 

Manager ([6]) links the Service Provider to the Cloud 

Infrastructure containing Virtual Machines that are managed 

and maintained by different sets of vendors. Therefore the 

Data Manager acts as a gateway to the infrastructure and is 

therefore the first port of call for communication for requests 

related to data processing and quality of service within the 

Cloud Infrastructure.  

    In order to manage the Cloud infrastructure resources the 

Data Manager monitors them against specific Service Level 

Agreements (SLA). The SLA are specific to the Cloud 

Applications deployed by the Data Manager on the 

infrastructure and are the first legal point at which the user’s 

rights are expressed. This SLA consists of specific 

requirements from the Service Provider (adapted from the user 

request) which can include Data Management specific 

technical options such as replication rate in the Infrastructure 

to more user driven requirements like data privacy 

requirements. 

    In legal terms the actions of the Data Manager in 

controlling the infrastructure is done within the confines of the 

SLA and the wider legal environment, this helps ensure Cloud 

Application compliance with both the law and specific legal 

contractual terms linked to the SLA. The live negotiation and 

management of a deployed SLA in terms of Legal and Data 

Management is the focus of this paper.  

   Emerging revisions to the EU data Protection Directive 

place greater emphasis on user control and consent [1]. In 

automated Cloud environments this is not always possible and 

the approach taken here focuses on risk management as a 

possible way to give greater control in automated Cloud 

Computing environments. This risk management covers all 

aspects of the legal and Data Management relationship in 

terms of Cloud Service deployment and execution 

management. 

II. SLA NEGOTIATION 

    Live deployment and execution of services on Cloud 

Infrastructure has to dynamically take into account the 

requirements of the service and infrastructure provider along 

with the user. The typical model being that the user relies on 

the Service Provider to deploy data / services in a Cloud 

environment according to specific requirements.  

    These requirements as previously described can be 

expressed using a SLA. This ensures that the user 

requirements are bound into a documented agreement that all 

parties agree upon. Normally the user when setting a SLA 

with a Service Provider does so in terms of agreeing to terms 

and conditions and setting preferences which are translated 

into a typical SLA template the Service Provider uses. For 

example in other forms of business such as home broadband 

provision the SLA can be seen in the contract for service that 

is shared by the customer and provider. 

    In the Cloud the concept is very similar but as the 

agreements are managed automatically by the infrastructure 

they are expressed in a XML standard called WS-Agreement 



[2]. Typically the SLA is formed by automated negotiation 

between the Service Provider and Infrastructure Provider. The 

Service Provider sends the Infrastructure Provider a proposed 

SLA and the Infrastructure provider returns this with an offer. 

The offer can be a modified version of the SLA if the 

infrastructure provider wishes to make changes; the process is 

repeated until a final agreement is reached. 

     Risk Assessments can be used at both ends of the 

negotiation as the SLA is formed. As each statement in the 

agreement has to be assessed by each party a risk assessment 

approach can carry out this assessment. For example the SLA 

may contain penalties in the event that specific things are not 

done by either provider. The risk of the penalties occurring in 

the case of probability and impact is one element of the 

evaluation on the SLA during negotiation. Other factors in the 

negotiation could not depend on risk but be apply a more rule 

based approach depending on specific factors in the 

implementation. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

   The implementation in this paper has used a six stage 

process for SLA negotiation between a Service Provider and 

Infrastructure Provider. In each stage one of the six stage 

process there is a risk assessment.  

 

Figure 1. SLA Lifecycle 

 

     As Fig 1 illustrates the 6 stages of risk assessment in the 

SLA lifecycle can be broken down into three phases, 

establishment phase concerned with the initial SLA offer, 

deployment phase concerned with SLA deployment and 

execution phase which monitors service execution with 

respect to the deployed SLA. 

A. Step 1: SP Assessment and IP Selection 

   Step 1 is the initial risk assessment done on the Service 

Provider (SP) side regarding data release to the Infrastructure 

Provider (IP). This risk assessment has to take into account the 

requirements of the user who has made the initial request to 

the SP. This request is likely to contain data from the user 

which the Cloud Service Provider is legally obligated to offer 

levels of protection to. These levels can be defined by the user 

in terms of explicit consent for certain forms of processing, or 

in other cases the permitted actions can also be defined by 

local data protection legislation.  

      Thus the legal risk at this stage is based upon the level of 

compliance the IP has with the user preferences held by the 

SP, and the impacts (where present) of non compliance from 

the IP. The risk assessment uses this figure determined by 

matching the capabilities of the IP with the user request and 

multiplying this by the impact of non compliance in terms of 

risk set by the user in terms of requirements. The user 

specifies impact in the implementation in terms of importance 

10 being the highest and 1 being the lowest. The root of the 

impact is determined by expert opinion and can be quantified 

in simple terms such as cost. 

   As Fig 2 illustrates this calculation with i being the number 

of capabilities not fulfilled (c) and their corresponding impacts 

(n).  The risk is the sum of these calculations.  

 
Figure 2. Legal Risk Calculation 

 

      The compliance data from the IP is retrieved from the Data 

Manager in the form of a XML document outlining the 

characteristics of the IPs Cloud Deployment (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: SPRAT Assessment of IP DM 

 

    The information in the XML Provider Description contains 

critical information regarding the setup and management of 

the IP. This includes aspects of the DM([6]) like availability to 

configure the replication factor dynamically, the location of 

the storage resources, the supported security protocols, the 

legal terms under which the provider handles the data 

(corporate governance rules applied to the governance of the 

VMs amongst other factors [7]). The results of the risk 

calculation are ranked using Euclidean Distance. This 

calculation takes the user requirements as the target risk by 

creating a figure of perfect compliance according to all user 

set preferences. The IP risk scores are then compared against 



this to determine ranking, the closest to the rank gets selected 

in step 1 of the process. 

    The Euclidean distance calculation can be seen in Fig 3 

with i being the number of providers and q representing ideal 

score with p the actual IP score. 

 

 
Figure 3. Ranking Calculation 

 

      In terms of legal provision this ranking is important. Not 

only does it help ensure that the user requirements and 

therefore consent for specific data processing is abided by, it 

also illustrates that the SP has provided assurance that these 

preferences set by the user are respected. The ability to get 

consent is not possible often in automated Cloud operations 

such as this and literature often has cited proven assurance as 

one alternative to this in terms of legal compliance [3,4]. 

Steps 2, 3 and 4: IP Assessment and SLA deployment  

     In Step 2 the IP receives the SLA offer and then carries out 

a risk assessment from the IP perspective on the infrastructure. 

As previously described this risk assessment checks the 

capability of the IP to fulfil the requirements sent from the SP. 

Once Step 2 is complete the IP performs a risk assessment at 

Step 3. This assessment is done on the SP by the IP to ensure 

the risks associated of working with the SP from the IP 

perspective are not too high. In this case the IP will use the SP 

side provider XML to investigate business orientated risk 

including Credit Rating and more technical data again 

including things like legal jurisdiction of the SP.  

    If the assessment is passed at Step3 the accepted or 

modified SLA is sent back to the SP and Step 4 commences. 

This is a re-evaluation of the SLA risk in case the IP has 

changed it during its risk assessment.  If happy the SLA is 

then implemented on both sides. 

B. Steps 5, 6: Execution Phase 

   Steps 5 and 6 concern service operation from the IP and SP. 

On both sides risk assessments continually happen to ensure 

no changes in the SP or IP are in breach of the previously set 

SLA. This monitoring is done using a risk assessment service 

that acts as a neutral third party primed with both the 

requirements from the user / SP and the IP along with the 

SLA. 

   Legally data is monitored from the Data Manager to ensure 

the characteristics of the infrastructure do not pose a too high 

risk. This is done by a report from the Data Manager that 

produces a XML view on the current status of the 

infrastructure. A key area of legal compliance is the location 

of the VMs as this can often determine what legal jurisdiction 

they are bound to in terms of local data protection laws. In the 

case of any change in infrastructure and the provision of extra 

VMs the location of VMs could change as new VMs are 

collected by the Data Manager from a new provider. The Risk 

Assessor should check the location of the VMs to ensure that 

nay new VMs don’t breach the SLA or local (user/ SP) data 

protection legislative requirements. 

    During operation, the DM exposes two interfaces for the 

IPRAT to perform assessments and suggestions. The first one 

consists of a periodically updated XML report that is used to 

provide configuration and location information for the storage 

resources (Figure ). This report contains the used replication 

factor, utilization and location information on the storage 

nodes. The IPRAT collects this information and calculates the 

according risk level of the data infrastructure. 

   The second interface refers to the ability of the IPRAT to 

suggest actions towards DM for the reduction of the 

aforementioned risk level. The suggestions include a number 

of available actions: 

 enablement of federation 

 addition/removal of a storage resource 

 increase/decrease in the number of resources 

 increase of replication 

   The proposed actions may be grouped in two categories, 

mandatory and voluntary ones. The purpose behind this setup 

is to give the DM the ability to reject actions that are 

considered as illegal or less cost efficient, and select the 

optimal ones. The mandatory actions should of course be 

followed, however they have to do with internal management 

decisions. The option to federate for example should be 

considered in the voluntary set, since a service owner may 

have explicitly stated in the SLA that they do not wish their 

data to be externalized under any circumstances. 

 



 

Figure 4. DM status reporting 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

   The steps described above were implemented as parts of 

research work in the EU Framework 7 project OPTIMIS. The 

projects main focus being the optimization of Cloud Service 

use and this includes the provision of optimized management 

and execution of services.  

   The implementation architecture involved the management 

of virtual machines for data storage in a application scenario 

based on Cloud storage of data. The Data Manager service 

provided the main interface to the Cloud Infrastructure of 

Virtual Machines providing distributed files storage (DFS). 

The main services can be seen in Fig 5. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Legal Risk Demo 

 

   The Service Provider Risk Assessment Tool (SPRAT) and 

Infrastructure Provider Risk Assessment Tool (IPRAT) in Fig 

5 are core OPTIMIS components. These components perform 

the previously described legal risk assessments based on data 

from the Service Provider (SP) and Data Manager (DM). 

   The deployment was done using Cloud Facilities provided 

by the University of Umea and ATOS Origin who are 

OPTIMIS partners. The main flow of the demonstrator was 

the adaption of the services due to legal requirements in the 

SLA. In this case the combination of the DM configuration in 

terms of replication at the IP level and the SLA required a 

corrective action in terms of DFS setup. This need was picked 

up by the IPRAT monitoring of the DM during stages 5-6 as 

described in the previous section. 

   The resulting action was to increase replication on the DFS 

or attempt to federate. The federation was discarded as an 

option due to the fact that the service owner had explicitly 

stated in the SLA that no federation should be performed. 

Thus the DM followed the suggestion to increase the 

replication factor, thus reducing the host failure risk level.  

V. RELATED WORK 

     Risk assessments can be found in workplace health and 

safety documents to financial institutions lending procedures. 

The research area of automated risk assessments in distributed 

computing environments emerged from work in Grid 

computing. Data standards to describe Cloud capabilities in 

terms of risk assessments are a new area of research. 

However, the Cloud Security Alliance is working towards a 

Cloud Compliance standard in the Governance, Risk 

Management and Compliance (GRC) group [5]. But as of the 

time of writing no standard is available to test. 

    In terms of privacy, research on data security in Clouds can 

be seen as closely related to other work on data protection in 

the distributed computing community. These approaches are 

less with the Cloud environment and more with authentication 

and authorization around data access. Enabling technology to 

secure data shared in distributed environments includes Digital 

Rights Management (DRM) to the concept of sticky policies 

[8,9].  

    Work has applied data policy mechanisms such as 

approaches expressed through languages such as XACML 

[10] to exiting distributed authentication and authorization 

technology. A good example of work here focuses on the 

identity of the accessing party using frameworks for 

distributed identity such as the Liberty Alliance [11]. 



I. CONCLUSION 

    Cloud based data processing relies on automated decisions 

based on pre defined criteria. Legally this is set in a negotiated 

SLA between parties. The automated creation and 

management of this SLA depends on finer management of the 

services present to ensure the SLA is both effective for all 

parties and is not breached. In this paper we have illustrated 

that a Risk Assessment approach can be used to support the 

SLA management process during Cloud formation, 

deployment and execution.  

 

II. FUTURE WORK 

    An area of future work is the development for a supporting 

infrastructure for the exchange and publication of compliance 

XML. We are working towards the adoption of a similar 

model of SSL certificates or federation membership in 

distributed communities such as implemented by approaches 

like ZXID [12].  

    We are also looking to develop the users expression in the 

application model and are focused on improving anifest 

representation of user requirements. It is the aim that such 

requirements that translate through to instances of Virtual 

Machines can support data privacy policies such as expressed 

by XACML policies. A natural step for this will also be to 

incorporate such privacy expression in the WS-Agreement 

statements of SLA. 

     In terms of risk we are looking to make the assessments 

richer in terms of what factors we include in legal risk and 

how risk is expressed. Currently risk is at the six stages of 

SLA management and is based on various metrics assessing 

the IP or SP. Merger of these metrics into unifying values such 

as cost which uses can better understand is one future 

approach. Another is to build the risk around business 

processes. By using a standard such as BPEL it is possible to 

chain services in applications. Risk Assessments can be 

applied to this chaining structure to ensure added protection of 

data when executed. 
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